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TO ALL: THANK YOU!

Issue 8!
In most of my introductions I've focused
on the benefits that Dons Local Action
provides to those in the community, but
in this issue I want to write about what it
brings to us, the volunteers.
Of course, the primary reason that so many
of us have given up time to volunteer is to
support those in need in our communities,
but it's not a one-sided transaction. There's
the obvious benefit, the good feeling you
come away with after a successful shift, or
the gratefulness of a recipient on delivery.
The knowledge that you're playing a part
in making our community a better place is
a heart-warming thing.
Then there are the less obvious onesthe skills that you may develop from
volunteering. I'm (very) slowly figuring
out the basics of Adobe InDesign, where I
make this newsletter, and how to run an
organisation's Twitter account. Others are
learning organisational skills from running
hubs and managing volunteers.
And then finally there's the people that you
meet and the things you learn from them,
people you might not meet in your normal
life. Whilst many have spent lockdown in a
state of isolation, many of us have had our
social circle widened by Dons Local Action.
You never know what kind of relationships
may blossom from a simple three hour
shift!

Got ideas for our next issue? Get in touch ollieryantucker@gmail.com

Volunteer Insight
Louisa Flowerday
I got involved in Dons having responded
to a Facebook post asking for volunteers
for store collection outside Sainsbury’s
in Earlsfield back in April and did my first
shift the same day. I then heard about
the Hub so signed up for a shift at the
Wandsworth Hub to understand what
happened with the food I was collecting.
Since then I haven’t looked back. I now
volunteer up to 6 days a week and some
days do a shift at both the store and the
Hub. It is great how easy it is to sign up
for shifts on the app.
I have been overwhelmed by the
generosity of the people of Earlsfield.
Every donation is appreciated from the
one jar of jam to the people who give
me their whole shopping baskets and the
elderly gentleman that donates his beer
money. The ice creams and cold drinks
that people have given me to keep me
going during the sweltering heat have
also been very much appreciated! I love
talking to customers who I see regularly
as well as my co-volunteers. Engaging
the queue really helps with the level of
donations as people understand how we
are using their donations. I am also really
proud to tell people how many families
we are supporting with their donations.

At the hub I love having a good sort out
in between packing boxes and unpacking
donations, whether it be the cereal
cupboard or sorting fruit and veg into
date order so we use the short dated
items first.
At first I couldn’t believe how quickly we
would get through donations - I would
leave the hub after a shift with it full to
bursting but come back 2 days later and
stocks of some things would be really low.
However with over 800 boxes per week
going out at our peak and bulk donations
it is understandable! When I’m packing
boxes I like it when I can put something a
bit special in such as cake or strawberries
or a box of chocolates, as well as the
basics.
It is fantastic that we are still getting new
volunteers and Dons has been a real team
effort that people clearly want to be a
part of.
Volunteering during lockdown has
given me a real sense of purpose and
community. I had been made redundant
from my job last year and had taken
some time out so had already done all
the other ‘jobs’ people are doing during
lockdown like cleaning out cupboards. I
had signed up as an NHS responder but
had not been allocated any tasks so Dons
has been a real lifeline for me as well as
the families we support. I look forward to
understanding more about the future of
Dons and how I can be a part of it even
after I go back to work.

the london furniture
collective

The newest branch of Dons Local Action is
the London Furniture Collective (the other
LFC!). We're delighted to have this feature
written by Sarah Sways which tells us all
about who they are and what they do.

Founded on 30th May, by the teams
behind DLAG and Merton Mutual Aid,
the London Furniture Collective are a
special group of volunteers dedicated
to helping those in need in the south
west London area. The LFC was the
brainchild of 18 year old Wimbledon
local Zak Dada, who also founded
Merton Mutual Aid back in March.
Essentially, LFC matches people who
have donated spare furniture and home
ware to those who really need it.
Some of the people who have been
helped so far include a family who lost
everything in a house fire, a man who
was recently made redundant whose
fridge broke in a heatwave and a
woman in hospital whose furniture was
grubby and her landlord uncooperative.
In total, we’ve delivered 102 pre-loved
furniture and home ware items to over
40 families and over 60 people have
donated items so far – we’re so proud
to have accomplished this in such a
short space of time.
Our team of 33 volunteers is split into
five groups; (1) logistics, (2) Media and
Outreach, (3) Donor Contact, (4) Drivers,
and (5) General Helper.

Our Media and Outreach team works
with local organisations for referrals, as
well as using Gumtree or Freecycle to see
what we can find.
I've been a part of the Outreach Team,
reaching out to local charities and
organisations in the Merton, Wandsworth
and Kingston boroughs who are able to
refer people to us who need different
furniture and homeware items. We've
been applying to work with organisations
like Refugee Action Kingston, Little Village,
Christian Care Association, Wandsworth
Borough Council, London Borough
of Merton, South London Refugee
Association, SPEAR London and Kingston
Churches Action on Homelessness.
We’re always looking for people to join
our friendly and inclusive team, especially
as some of our volunteers are likely to
return to work soon and our service is
still much needed in the community.
We’re also looking for delivery partners –
people and businesses with large vehicles
who can help deliver large furniture items
to people in need.
We welcome everyone, from all walks
of life – basically anyone who wants to
get involved with helping out the local
community. If you think you can add value
to one of the groups above, get in touch! I
myself am a Gashead [Bristol Rovers fan]
with a soft spot for the Dons – which goes
to show you don’t have to be perfect to
join our crew.

